NMR chemical shifts of ice and liquid water: the e ects of condensation.
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We report the results of ab initio density functional theory calculations of the NMR chemical shift
of liquid water and hexagonal ice. Depending on the structural model used, the calculated isotropic
shift of ice Ih with respect to the gas phase is 8:0  0:2ppm or 8:1  0:1ppm for the proton,
and 48:6  0:02ppm or 48:1  0:02ppm for oxygen. The proton anisotropy is 33:4  0:2ppm or
33:6  0:2ppm. Using snapshots from ab initio molecular dynamics simulations, we nd a gas-toliquid shift of 5:8  0:1ppm for hydrogen, and 36:6  0:5ppm for oxygen. Molecules beyond the
rst solvation shell in uence the proton chemical shift predominantly via the electric eld generated
by their permanent electric dipole moment. Finally, we show that it is possible to reproduce the
proton chemical shifts in the condensed phases by an empirical function of the local molecular
geometry.

I. INTRODUCTION
NMR chemical shift measurements in aqueous solutions are a highly popular analysis technique in chemistry. One
of the more common solvents is water, and it is well known that hydrogen bonds play an important role for the
condensed phases of water1{3 . However, the in uence of the hydration on the chemical shift of a solute is still not
fully understood on a microscopic level. This has motivated us to calculate the gas-to-liquid proton and oxygen
shifts of water, where water is both the solvent and the solute. We also report calculations for another condensed
phase of water, hexagonal ice Ih, where the location of the hydrogen atoms is not well established4 , and con icting
experimental values for the proton chemical shift are reported in the literature5{8 . Our results, combined with more
accurate experiments, could be used to indirectly determine the average OH bond length of ice Ih.
With regards to solvent e ects on proton chemical shifts in liquid water, two main thrusts can be identi ed in the
literature. One aims at advancing the computational methods to accurately reproduce the experimentally observed
gas-to-liquid shift9{17 . The other is more concerned with explaining the physics behind the shift, and in particular
the role of electric eld e ects15 18{20 . Our study ties these two areas together, and advances the understanding on
both frontiers.
Unlike previous calculations9{14 , our ab initio density functional theory (DFT) approach21 does not model solid
and liquid water with nite clusters, but treats them as in nite, periodic systems. To our knowledge, the present work
is also the rst study employing molecular geometries generated by true ab initio Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics
simulations22. Since we are using an in nite system to model the condensed phases, our results do not su er from
nite size limitations.
;

II. NUMERICAL METHOD AND TECHNICAL DETAILS
A uniform, external magnetic eld Bext applied to a spherical sample of matter induces an electronic current which
produces a non-uniform magnetic eld, Bin(r). The chemical shielding tensor $
 relates the induced magnetic eld to
the applied magnetic eld:

Bin(r) = $ (r)Bext :

(1)

This magnetic response is a ngerprint of the sample's microscopic structure.
NMR measures $
 (r) at the nuclear posi$
tions. Often, experiments only measure the isotropic shielding (r) = Tr(  (r))=3. We further de ne the anisotropy to
( )
( )
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
be  = 11
(22
+33
)=2, assuming the principal values 11
; 22 ; 33 of the symmetrized tensor $ ( ) = ($ +$ )=2
( )
( )
( )
to be ordered such that 11 > 22 > 33 . With (H), we denote the shielding at the hydrogen nuclei, and with (O)
the shielding at $the oxygen nuclei.
We compute  following Ref. 21. The electronic structure is described using density functional theory (DFT) in
the local density approximation (LDA). As long as the geometry is kept the same, and only relative chemical shifts
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are considered, the results are quite insensitive to the functional used. For example, our test calculations show that
the gas-to-ice isotropic proton shifts obtained using the PW91 generalized gradient approximation (GGA) di er by
less than 0:15ppm from the corresponding LDA results. As the core contributions for oxygen are insensitive to the
chemical environment23, we consider the magnetic response of the valence electrons only. We use norm-conserving
pseudopotentials24 in the Kleinman-Bylander form25 . For H, a purely local pseudopotential is used, whereas for O, a
non-local s-projector augments the local potential. The Kohn-Sham orbitals are expanded in plane waves up to an
energy cut-o of 70 Ry.
We will quote chemical shifts  with respect to the shift of an isolated reference molecule,

(X ) = (X ) ref (X );

X = H; O;
(2)
where (X ) is measured for a sample of spherical shape. A subscript to  and  will be used to indicate the phase
of the sample. For the geometry of the reference molecule, we use an equilibrium radius and angle of re = 0:968
A
and 6 HOH= 104:2 , respectively, which have been computed26 27 using DFT/GGA with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
o
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(PBE) functional28 . We use the GGA-relaxed geometry in order to be consistent with the geometry for the ice and
water simulations, which have also been computed using GGA29 . Due to the frozen core approximation, we cannot
compute absolute shieldings for oxygen. For hydrogen, however, this is possible, since it has no core electrons. Our
calculated shielding of ref (H) = 30:1ppm, and anisotropy of ref (H) = 20:4ppm, are in good agreement with the
Hartree-Fock results from Ref. 30, where 30.9ppm and 19.7ppm, respectively, are reported. In experiment, an isotropic
shielding of 30.050.015 ppm is measured31 , but the excellent agreement with theory could be fortuitous, since the
experimental number includes rovibrational e ects, as discussed below32 .
The value of ref for a rigid molecule at the equilibrium geometry di ers from the gas phase due to neglected
rovibrational corrections. A realistic calculation of the gas phase shielding requires a MD simulation at low densities,
and a statistical averaging of gas . This \classical" correction is small33, but does not include the e ect of the
quantum-mechanical zero-point motion of the hydrogen. For an isolated molecule, Vaara et al.34 calculated that the
zero-point motion shifts e (H) by -0.52ppm, and e (O) by -11.7ppm. Hopefully, the e ect is similar in gas, liquid,
and ice, and therefore cancels out when relative shifts are considered, as it is done in the present work35.

III. HEXAGONAL ICE
Depending on pressure and temperature, ice can assume many di erent crystal structures36 37. In this work, we
focus on the most common form, hexagonal ice Ih, which forms at ambient pressure38. Hexagonal ice is a crystal
with static and/or dynamic disorder, i.e. although the atomic con gurations di er from one unit cell to the other, the
time and space averaged coordinates are highly symmetric. On the average, the oxygen atoms in ice Ih are arranged
on a hexagonal lattice, such that each oxygen has four neighboring oxygens in a tetragonal con guration. While the
oxygen lattice is easily resolved in X-ray or neutron scattering spectroscopy, the average position of the hydrogen
atoms is uncertain4 .
In our simulations, we are restricted to a static, periodic model of ice which we design to resemble the disordered
phase. We use supercells in which we place the oxygen atoms exactly at their symmetric, averaged lattice sites, and
the hydrogen atoms at arbitrary sites following the \ice rules"1. To verify the validity of this approach, we have used
two di erent models: model A, as shown in Fig. 1, with four molecules in the primitive unit cell, and model B, which
is the Bernal model proposed in Ref. 26, with 12 molecules in the primitive unit cell.
;
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FIG. 1. Ordered model A of hexagonal ice Ih, with four molecules in the primitive unit cell. Oxygen atoms are shown dark,
hydrogen atoms are rendered light grey. The hydrogen bonds are drawn as thin, grey lines for ease of visualization.

For simplicity, the hydrogen atoms are placed on straight lines between neighboring oxygen atoms, which results in
a bond angle of 6 HOH= 109:47 . In test calculations, we relaxed the restriction on both the oxygen and hydrogen
positions, but there was only a negligible e ect on the chemical shift. For both models, the OH bond length is set
to the average GGA(PBE)-relaxed value of 0.993
A reported for model B26 27 . We employ the experimental lattice
38
parameters of a = 4:50
A, and c = 7:32
A at T = 0K , which for practical purposes are identical to the GGA(PBE)relaxed values26.
Both models yield very similar results for the gas-to-ice shift, as shown in Table 1. Since not all atoms of a kind
are crystallographically equivalent, the maximum uctuation of ice(X ) and ice (X ) is indicated by the error bars
in Table 1.
o
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sample
T [K]
ice (H)
ice (H)
ice (O)
Ref.
H2 O model A
0
8:0  0:1a
33:4  0:2
48:6  0:02a
this work
H2 O model B
0
8:1  0:1a
33:6  0:2
48:1  0:02a
this work
b
H2 O polycrystalline
77
9:7  1:0
28:7  2:0
Exp. Ref. 5
H2 O single crystal
77
7:4b
28.5
Exp. Ref. 6
D2 O polycrystalline
183
2:4  2:0b
34  4
Exp. Ref. 7
H2 O polycrystalline
173
0:4  0:7b
34:2  1:0
Exp. Ref. 8
TABLE 1. Measured and computed isotropic chemical shifts ice (H), ice (O), and anisotropies ice (H), in parts per million
(ppm) for hexagonal ice Ih. The reference point for calculated shifts is an isolated molecule with a rigid GGA(PBE)-relaxed
geometry. Note that the T = 0K geometry for ice does not include zero point vibrations.
a The error bar represents the variations between crystallographically non-equivalent atoms of the same kind.
b Computed from the quoted liquid-to-ice shifts, and assuming a gas-to-liquid shift of -4.34ppm from Ref. 39.
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Due to the lack of long range order, ice Ih is not ferroelectric, i.e. the dipole moment per molecule averaged over a
macroscopic sample is zero. Because our approach imposes an arti cial periodicity, our models possess a non-vanishing
net electric dipole moment, and are therefore ferroelectric. Using a simpli ed electrostatic point charge approach,
we estimate the net dipole moment to be 0.91 (model A) and 0.58 (model B) per molecule, in units of the average
molecular dipole. Despite the di erence, the calculated chemical shifts of the two models are very similar, from which
we conclude that the ice shifts are not a ected by the ferroelectricity of the models.
Comparison with experiment is dicult, since the available data date back to the late seventies, and are not
suciently accurate. We could only nd hydrogen shift measurements published for ice, but no experiments on the
oxygen shift. Moreover, the experimental proton shifts published by di erent groups appears to be con icting. As
far as ice(H) is concerned, our calculations support the measurements of Ref. 5 and 6, albeit there is some deviation
from the polycrystalline data. We are in clear disagreement with ice(H) reported in Ref. 7 and Ref. 8. Although the
latter experiments have been performed at di erent temperatures, we cannot think of a mechanism that would lead
to such a strong temperature dependence of ice(H). The fact that the well established gas to liquid shift at room
temperature is already about -4.4ppm (cf Table 2), and actually increases in magnitude with decreasing temperature,
is further in support of the results reported in Refs. 5 and 6.
In view of these facts, we believe the isotropic proton shifts reported in Refs. 7, 8 are incorrect. According to one of
the authors of Ref. 7, their experiment was more geared towards an accurate measurement of the anisotropy40, with
which our calculated values agree nicely. The small discrepancy between our computed anisotropy, and the measured
values reported in Refs. 5 and 6 remains unexplained.
As mentioned earlier, the average OH bond length of ice Ih is not known with certainty. Di raction studies41 42 on
H2 O and D2 O indicate an average bond length of 1.01
A, but compared to the bond length of other polymorphs of ice,
this seems too long4 . In Fig. 2, we show the calculated ice(H) (upper panel) and ice(H) (lower panel) as a function
of OH bond length. Between 0.95 and 1.00 
A, both are linearly dependent on the bond length, with slopes of -7.0
and -26.4 ppm/
A, respectively. Thus, the isotropic shift is more sensitive to the OH bond length, and better suited
to indirectly determine the average bond length of ice Ih. In Fig. 2, we indicate with dashed lines the experimental
results from Refs. 5 and 6 for a single crystal and a polycrystalline sample. Although the experimental resolution is
insucient to deduce the OH bond length, we believe that these experiments could nowadays be repeated with higher
accuracy. Combining experiment with our calculated results might then allow to bracket the average bond length in
ice Ih.
;
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FIG. 2. Computed NMR chemical shift (in ppm) of hydrogen in ice Ih (model A) as a function of the OH bond length (in

A). The lower panel shows the isotropic shift ice (H) with respect to an isolated water molecule. The dashed horizontal line
represent single-crystal experimental results from Ref. 6, the dot-dashed horizontal line is the upper limit (denoted by an arrow)
of the polycrystalline experiments from Ref. 5. In the upper panel, the anisotropy ice (H) is plotted. The data points at the
average GGA-relaxed OH bond length are marked with open squares. Notice that upper and lower panel are plotted on the
same scale.

IV. LIQUID WATER
To model liquid water, we obtained nine snapshots from an ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) simulation by Sprik
et al3 , which was done at a density of 1.00 g/cm3 and at a temperature of 300K, using state-of-the-art Car-Parrinello43
MD techniques, based on DFT/GGA. The Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr (BLYP) functional was used, since it gave the best
description of the hydrogen bond3 . A cubical supercell with 32 water molecules inside, and an edge length of 9.865
A
is periodically replicated. Due to the nite number of snapshots, there is a statistical uncertainty in the averaging
procedure,
p which we indicate with an error bar (). It is computed by dividing the standard deviation of the chemical
shift by n, where n is the number of atoms in all simulation snapshots, n = 576 for hydrogen, and n = 288 for
oxygen.
To get a better understanding of the gas-to-liquid shift, we will now compute the average chemical shift for progressively larger clusters of water molecules. First, we isolate all 288 molecules from the MD snapshots, and compute
their shifts 1 . After that, all possible 576 dimers are selected, and the shifts 2 (H) of the hydrogen-bonding protons
are computed. Next, we pick 288 pentamers, and compute the shifts 5 of the central water molecules, which are now
surrounded by a complete rst solvation shell. Finally, we compute the full liquid shifts  for the entire simulation
cell. The so-obtained averaged shifts are listed in Table 2. Also shown there are results by Malkin et al12 , which have
been computed with a DFT sum-over-states (SOS) approach44, and are based on molecular geometries generated by
force eld MD simulations with a Lie and Clementi45 interaction potential.
symbol

sample

T [K]
H
O
THEORY, PRESENT STUDY
1
H2 O
300
0:94  0:03
7:5  0:4
2
(H2 O)2
300
3:64  0:08
12:6  0:3
5
(H2 O)5
300
4:95  0:09
33:0  0:6
liq
liquid
300
5:83  0:10
36:6  0:5
THEORY, REF. 12
H2 O
300
0:33  0:07
6:0  1:4
(H2 O)5
300
2:94  0:44
31:0  2:4
(H2 O)7
300
3:03  0:22
36:4  2:1
(H2 O)13
300
3:22  0:20
37:6  2:1
EXPERIMENT
liq
liquid
273
4:66a
liq
liquid
300
4:34b
36:1c
liq
liquid
350
3:77a
TABLE 2. Computed chemical shifts (H) and (O) of hydrogen and oxygen, repectively, for water n-mers (n = 1,2,5,9,13),
and for the full liquid. All values are given in parts per million (ppm). Calculated shifts are quoted with respect to an isolated,
rigid, GGA(PBE)-relaxed reference molecule. For comparison, experimental data from a Ref. 39, and c Ref. 46, interpolated
experimental results from b Ref. 47, and theoretical results from Ref. 12 are presented.
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Evidently, the shift 1 is due to the deformation of the water molecules in the liquid phase, for example a stretching
of the average OH bond length by 0.024 
A. Notice the strong e ect of the nearest neighbor molecule on the proton shift:
2 (H) is already more than half of the total liquid shift, liq (H). However, even the pentamer proton shift 5 (H) is still
o by 0.9ppm from the full liquid shift, liq(H). Considering the larger absolute shift, that same relative di erence is
smaller for oxygen. For the full liquid simulation, we nd an average gas-to-liquid shift of liq (H) = 5:83  0:10ppm,
and liq(O) = 36:6  0:5ppm. The oxygen shift is close to the experimental one of 36:1ppm. However, we
overestimate the magnitude of the hydrogen shift by about 1.5 ppm compared to experiment.
Part of our overestimation of liq (H) could come from neglecting the di erence in rovibrational e ects between gas
and liquid phase, as mentioned earlier. More likely however, the error is due to an inaccurate geometry of the water
molecules taken from the MD snapshots. Ref. 12 reports a variation of up to 0.6ppm for the average hydrogen gas-toliquid shift, depending on which force eld is used. Considering the strong dependency of liq (H) on the temperature
(cf Table 2), and furthermore the fact that the DFT/GGA errors3 in the hydrogen bonding energy can be of the order
of kB T , with T = 300K, the agreement with experiment is quite good. Notice that although the MD simulations
using the BLYP functional in Ref. 3 give the best description of the hydrogen bond, both the di usion coecient and
the relaxation time suggest that the hydrogen bonding is too strong. This is in line with our overestimation of liq(H),
since a stronger hydrogen bond will bias the calculation towards larger liq(H). Furthermore, the basis set used for the
 increase in bond length
liquid MD simulations is not quite sucient, and has been shown in Ref. 3 to lead to a :004A
for an isolated molecule. Assuming that the resulting change in the shielding is identical for an isolated molecule and
for the liquid, our gas-to-liquid shifts would change to liq(H) = 5:64  0:1ppm and liq (O) = 35:1  0:5ppm. We
do not expect the inaccuracies of LDA in the computation of  for a given geometry to be a major source of error,
since the inclusion of correlation e ects changes the hydrogen shift of the water molecule by only 0.2ppm from the
\uncorrelated" Hartree-Fock value48 49 . It is not sure whether this is still a valid assumption also when hydrogen bonds
are present. However, as outlined in Section II, our test calculations show very little di erence between relative GGA
and LDA shifts, indicating that de ciencies in the LDA correlation terms, and the overestimation of the hydrogen
bond strength in LDA, are a not a source of signi cant error.
We will now compare our results with earlier calculations found in the literature. As shown in Table 2, Ref. 12
reports a signi cantly smaller 1 (H) due to the molecular gas-to-liquid distortion. This could indicate substantial
di erences in the molecular geometries generated by the MD simulations in Ref. 12, and the ones that we employ.
That would also explain the discrepancies for 5 (H), but would further imply that the oxygen shifts, which are in fairly
good agreement (see Table 2), are less sensitive to the geometry. The previously published dimer hydrogen shifts of
-2.95ppm9, -2.8ppm11 , and -2.81ppm10 13 have been calculated with di erent dimer geometries, and therefore cannot
be directly compared with our results. In contrast to our calculation, earlier work based on nite water clusters tends
to underestimate the magnitude of the proton gas-to-liquid shift. Chesnut and Rusiloski14 for instance report a shift
of only 10 (H) = 2:28ppm, using ve clusters consisting of 10 molecules, and a Hartree-Fock gauge including atomic
orbitals (GIAO) method. Malkin et al12 compute an average liq (H) between 2:8ppm and 3:4ppm, depending
on the force eld used. They use clusters of up to 13 molecules, where, according to their convergence tests, the
shift should be approaching the limit of a liquid to within fractions of a ppm. Since our overestimation of liq(H)
is comparable to their underestimation of it, it is not clear whether ab initio MD using the GGA BLYP functional
yields molecular coordinates that, for the purpose of shift calculations, are superior to those generated by force eld
methods. Finally, by using a classical dielectric model and a single water pentamer, Mikkelsen et al15 calculate
liq (H) = 3:97ppm.
;

;

V. ROLE OF THE ELECTRIC FIELD
What is the physics behind the hydrogen gas-to-liquid shift? It is unlikely that quantum-mechanical e ects would
extend much beyond the rst hydration shell. On the other hand, water molecules possess a permanent electric dipole
moment, and the corresponding electric eld is of long range. Thus, there is hope that the in uence of molecules
beyond the rst hydration shell can be reduced to the electric eld they generate at the position of the proton.
Several published studies exploit this idea20 39 47, but they are not based on ab initio calculations, and are restricted
to the average shift due to the average electric eld on the proton. We do not expect such an approach to accurately
reproduce the shift of individual protons. The hydrogen bond is short enough for genuine quantum-mechanical e ects
to play a role9. In this section, we will look at the shifts of individual protons, and how they are related to the
electric eld. Our study parallels earlier work on protein molecules18 19, where the proton shift is also a ected by
electrostatics.
We start out by labeling the protons of the MD snapshots with an index i = 1; ::NH, NH = 576, and denoting their
shift with (H ). To quantify the aberration of dimer shifts 2 (H ) and pentamer shifts 5 (H ) from the liquid shifts
;

;
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i

liq (H ), we further introduce
i

XH
 = N1 ( (H ) liq (H ))2
N

n

n

H i=1

i

!1 2
=

i

;

n = 2; 5 :

(3)

Now, we correct the dimer and pentamer shifts by an amount that is proportional to the di erence in electric eld
E (H ), calculated at the position of proton i by using the ab initio electron densities, and projected onto the normal
vector b^ pointing along the OH bond, directed from O to H :
(corr) (H ) =  (H ) + A E (H )
i = 1; ::NH ; n = 2; 5;
(4)
^
E (H ) = (Eliq (H ) E (H ))  b :
(5)
If the electric eld di erence is indeed responsible for the di erence in shift, then a properly chosen constant A will
bring the corrected shifts close to the liquid ones. We determine A by a least-squares t to the liquid shifts, i.e. by
minimizing the aberration
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=
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(6)

We neglect the electric eld components perpendicular to the bond, since on the average, they are smaller than the
parallel component by more than an order of magnitude, and (H) is most susceptible to electric elds parallel to
the bond. We further neglect hyper- and quadrupole shielding polarizabilities, since we already include the dominant
electric eld e ects of the nearest-neighbor molecule to all orders. We quote the electric eld in atomic units (a.u.)
following the Hartree convention, where 1a.u.= 5:14  109 V/m.
Fig. 3 shows the dimer shifts of NH hydrogen atoms (along the y axis), as a function of the corresponding full liquid
shift (along the x axis). The grey, solid triangles are the bare 2 (H ) of the hydrogen-bonding proton. The black,
open triangles represent 2(corr)(H ), as de ned in Eqs (4) and (5), with A2 = 151ppm/a.u. The correction reduces
the aberration from 2 = 2:7ppm to (corr)
= 0:83ppm. The average electric eld di erence is E2 (H) = 0:0138a.u,
2
(corr)
and leads to an average 2 (H) of 5:73ppm, which is just 0.1 ppm o the computed liquid shift ( 5:83ppm).
Interestingly, even for the protons with a strong shift of liq(H ) < 6ppm, the average corrected dimer shift is in
good agreement with the average liquid shift. However, the individual 2(corr)(H ) can stray signi cantly o the ideal
x = y line, indicating that in this regime, the simple electric eld correction is no longer accurate.
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FIG. 3. Isotropic hydrogen chemical shifts of isolated water dimers. Each symbol corresponds to a hydrogen atom. Along
the x-axis and y-axis, the full liquid shifts liq (Hi ), and the shifts of a dimer con guration, respectively, are plotted. The grey,
solid symbols show the bare 2 (Hi ) shifts. When correcting for electric eld e ects, the resulting 2(corr) (Hi ) (shown as black,
open symbols) are much closer to the liquid shifts, and hence to the x = y line.

Repeating for water pentamers an analogous procedure as for the water dimers above, the results shown in Fig. 4
are obtained. As expected, the aberration 5 = 0:96ppm for the bare pentamer shifts 5 (H ) (black, open squares)
is smaller than the aberration 2 = 2:7ppm for the dimers. When correcting for electric eld e ects, the aberration
drops to (corr)
= 0:33ppm. The tted proportionality constant is A5 = 101ppm/a.u. In contrast to the dimers,
5
the electric eld correction for pentamers works quite well even for strong shifts. The largest error committed is
max j5(corr) (H ) liq (H )j = 1:3ppm. Notice that both tted constants, A2 = 151ppm/a.u. and A5 = 101ppm/a.u.
are in general agreement with the shielding polarizability A1 = 89:6ppm/a.u along the bond of an isolated water
molecule, which we calculated from A and A published in Table IX of Ref.50 . This is strong evidence that the
electric eld is indeed responsible for the observed behavior in the shift, and not some other physical e ect related
to the local structure. The discrepancy between A2 and A1 is most likely due to the fact that A2 incorporates some
non-electric short-range e ects, more so than A5 .
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FIG. 4. Isotropic hydrogen chemical shifts of isolated water pentamers. Along the x-axis, the full liquid shift liq(Hi ) is
plotted. On the y-axis, the pentamer shifts 5 (Hi ) (grey, solid symbols) and 5(corr) (Hi ) (black, open symbols) are shown.

Fig. 4 suggests that one can compute the chemical shift with fairly high accuracy by selecting pentamers from
the MD simulation cell, and representing the molecules beyond the rst hydration shell by the electric eld that
they generate at the hydrogen position, as given by Eqs. (4) and (5). Future quantum-chemistry calculations can
take advantage of this fact. In the following section, we go one step further by demonstrating that liq (H ) can be
computed accurately based solely on geometrical considerations. This leads to a simple and useful formula to compute
the hydrogen chemical shift in liquid water without any ab initio calculation required.
i

VI. ROLE OF THE GEOMETRY
The hydrogen gas to liquid shift depends crucially on the liquid geometry, as shown in Ref. 12. To study this
structural e ect, we parametrize liq (H ) of each molecule of our liquid samples in terms of the geometry of the H2 O
pentamer cluster, which, in the liquid, includes and surrounds the molecule, as shown in Fig. 5. We nd a particularly
strong correlation between liq (H ) and the length of the OH covalent bond d , the molecular HOH angle , the
i

i

i
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c

i

length of the hydrogen bond (d1 ), and the lengths of the secondary hydrogen bonds d3 and d4 51 . These geometrical
parameters are depicted in Fig. (5). The function which we found to best t the ab-initio results for the liquid is:
(7)
( t) (H ) = 36:322 31:186 d 31:712 4:596 4:596 0:05052
5

i

c

d31

d33

d34

where the lengths are computed in 
A, the angles in degrees, and 5( t) (H ) is given in ppm. Notice that 5( t) (H ) is
the shift of a pentamer embedded in the liquid, and is therefore di erent from the shift of the isolated pentamer. The
aberration of this parametrization from the ab-initio liquid shifts is (5 t) = 0:43ppm, which is competitive with the
value of (corr)
= 0:33ppm that we obtained earlier from corrected ab initio calculations on pentamers. A comparison
5
between 5( t) (H ) and the full ab-initio liq (H ) is presented in Fig. 6. Including into the t the other hydrogen's
covalent or its hydrogen bond length d2 (see Fig 5) does not reduce (5 t) signi cantly.
i

i

i

i

d2
d4

α H

d1

dc
d3

FIG. 5. Geometrical parameters used to calculate 5( t) (Hi ) in the liquid. Hydrogen atoms are shown in light grey, oxygen
atoms in dark grey. The covalent bond length of the hydrogen H under consideration is labeled dc , its hydrogen bond length
d1 , and the secondary hydrogen bond lengths are labeled d3 and d4 51 . The other hydrogen's covalent bond length, and the
length of its hydrogen bond, d2 , are found to have little in uence on the t, and are therefore not included in Eq. (7).
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FIG. 6. Isotropic hydrogen chemical shifts 5( t) (Hi ) of the liquid samples obtained with the t formula (7), versus the results
of the ab initio calculation liq(Hi ).

To verify the transferability of the t, we use a snapshot of supercritical water with 32 molecules, generated by an
ab-initio MD simulation52 at a temperature of 730 K and a density of 0.64 g/cm3 , i.e. under conditions which are very
far from those used to derive Eq. (7). On this sample, Eq. (7) reproduces the results of the ab-initio calculation with
 = 0:61 ppm. Reoptimising the parameters in Eq. (7) on the snapshot of supercritical water, we obtain a similar
value  = 0:55 ppm, which indicates that the parameters of Eq. (7) are indeed transferable to liquid samples under a
wide range of conditions.
The aberration  estimates the error in reproducing the shifts liq (H ) of each individual H . However, the quantity
measured experimentally in the liquid is the average value liq (H), for which our empirical formula is much more
accurate. For each of the nine snapshots of liquid water, and also for the supercritical water sample, the maximum
deviation of the average 5( t) (H) from the full ab initio liq(H) is less than 0:06ppm53. Finally, for the two ice models
A and B, Eq. (7) reproduces the average ab-initio results with an error of 0:26ppm and 0:34 ppm, respectively.
If new MD simulations of liquid water are performed in the future, possibly with re ned models for the interaction
of the water molecules, the average liq(H) can be easily computed using the t in Eq. (7), without performing an abinitio chemical shift calculation. We are con dent that the t is accurate for this purpose, since we have demonstrated
the accuracy of (7) for three rather di erent condensed phases, and forthcoming MD simulations of liquid water are
expected to produce molecular geometries similar to the ones of the liquid water samples employed here.
i

i

VII. SUSCEPTIBILITIES
As a byproduct of our chemical shift calculations, we obtain the magnetic susceptibilites of condensed water phases.
The molar susceptibility  of the isolated reference water molecule is 14:6  10 6 cm3 /mol, compared to 13:2 
10 6cm3 /mol for liquid water, and 12:8  10 6 cm3 /mol or 12:7  10 6cm3 /mol for ice Ih, using model A or
model B, respectively. In experiment54{56 , the susceptibilities for liquid (T = 293K) and solid (T = 273K) water are
12:96  10 6cm3 /mol and 12:65  10 6cm3 /mol, respectively. No experimental results for  in the gas phase
could be found in the literature57 .
M

M
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VIII. CONCLUSION
The electric eld does indeed play a major role in explaining the proton condensation shift, since due to the hydrogen
bonding network present in the condensed phases, the water molecules surrounding a given proton assume a preferred
orientation, which generates a net electric eld along the OH bond. However, we also point out shortcomings of a
simple electrostatic model, especially when small clusters are used to model con gurations with a strong shift. We
demonstrate that one can fairly accurately reproduce the full proton shifts in the liquid by using water pentamer
clusters, and adding an appropriate electric eld to represent the bulk e ects. Moreover, we show that it is possible to
reproduce the proton chemical shifts in the condensed phases by an empirical function of the local molecular geometry.
In contrast to previous studies on liquid water, which underestimate the proton gas-to-liquid shift12 14 15 we slightly
overestimate it. Most likely, this is due to shortcomings in the molecular geometries on which our calculations rest,
and could be a further indicator that the hydrogen bond is too strong in MD simulations performed with the BLYP
functional3 . For ice Ih, our calculated isotropic shift supports one set of experiments5 6 , but is in disagreement with
other measurements7 8. Combined with more accurate experiments, it could be used to indirectly determine the OH
bond length of ice Ih. Finally, our computed magnetic susceptibilities of water and ice are in good agreement with
experimental results.
;

;

;

;
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